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On the cover, under the leadership of
charismatic Chairman John Matthews, AirX
has found success through a unique variety
of aircraft and an unusual approach to the
charter business. Frequently offering more for
the same price, it also has the means to offer
more in every sense of the word – few charter
aircraft match its VIP A340 in people and
weightlifting capability.
Industry heavyweights Benoit Defforge
and Mark Burns also join us for this issue.
President of Airbus Corporate Jets, Defforge
brims with enthusiasm for the ACJ320neo
Family, while Erik Scheidt, CEO and Chief Pilot
at K5 Aviation is eagerly awaiting entry into
service of the ACJ319neo ¬– K5 is taking the
first aircraft and Scheidt was on board for a
record-breaking endurance trial on 26 March.
Meanwhile, Mark Burns, President of
Gulfstream Aerospace, is thrilled with the
G500 as it begins proving itself in service,
expressing real pride in the technology and
precision engineering embodied in the latest
Gulfstream products. Nonetheless, in a very
frank interview, he delivers a surprising
response to the question: ‘Which is your
favourite Gulfstream?
’
This Summer 2019 edition of Executive & VIP
Aviation International takes us once again to
the European Business Aviation Convention
and Exhibition in Geneva. Several of the
aircraft on display will have arrived over the
weekend from a European Business Aviation
Association Sustainable Alternative Jet Fuels
Initiative event at TAG Farnborough Airport.
Widely supported by the aircraft OEMs, the
event will have seen them burn sustainable
fuel on their way to Geneva, bringing
competitors together in an effort where the
industry at large realises it must keep trying
and has to do better.

Often a show of firsts, in recent years EBACE
has brought us the launches of Airbus
Corporate Helicopters and AVIAÂ, both
offering products the industry hadn’t really
seen before. Last year we saw the spectacular
unveiling of Bombardier’s Global 5500 and
6500 jets, while hullo Aircrew launched its
online crewing platform rather more quietly.
Nonetheless, in the 12 months since, it has
increased its membership by more than 200%
and attracted investment from Jet Aviation.
As Edward Cousins, hullo Aircrew’s Director of
Business Operations tells us in this issue, it’s a
pretty fine result for a start-up.
This year, F/LIST has a first with its new vinyl
tile flooring product, bringing new versatility
to a traditional material. And that’s really what
Scott Group Studio is all about with its custom
carpets too, exemplified by its latest Escala
collection. Both companies embody business
and VIP aviation at its finest, combining
traditional craftsmanship with the highest
levels of technology, and with customer
service always the central theme.
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X Marks the (Sweet) Spot
Chairman John Matthews’s alternative view of the private aviation industry has
seen him build AirX against the odds. Now, he’s looking to expand the fleet, while
simultaneously preparing the company for its IPO

AirX is an unusual company. It operates an
unconventional fleet of corporate and VIP
private jets. A self-styled ‘diversified airline’, it
serves individuals and groups – numbering up
to 100 passengers on one aircraft, in a single
charter – from the worlds of entertainment,
government and sport, and also specialises in
discrete royal and VVIP transport.
To arrive at its London office expecting just
another semi-anonymous floor in a shared
building is therefore naïve. AirX does occupy
a floor in a shared building, but the entrance
is not on the same street as the address… It’s
somehow appropriate for a business aviation
charter specialist thriving in a difficult market,
but not in quite the way one would expect.
AirX titles writ large announce you’ve arrived at
the correct floor. And there are models, lots of
them, depicting the aircraft it operates and some
it doesn’t. This is evidently more than a charter
operator. AirX is an air-minded company, with a
real enthusiasm for aircraft and flying.

4

Over in Malta, AirX headquarters
accommodates more than 110 staff over four
floors of the Grand Harbour Marina; there are
also offices in Germany and Fort Lauderdale.
But there’s no one at the reception desk in
London. There’s no one there because the
open-plan office space is immediately behind
and it seems anyone not on the telephone –
most people seem to be – is ready to jump
up and greet visitors. Two folk respond to
my appearance, the fastest of them, utterly
nonplussed by my hopelessly late arrival,
immediately striding off to see if Chairman
John Matthews is ready for me.
A glass wall separates Matthews’s office from
the open-plan area. It’s an unexpectedly
welcoming space, equipped with a conference
table and desk, but dominated by a wall-sized
screen on which Matthews is finishing an
email. We shake hands and he immediately
dashes out to complete an urgent piece of
business. Left alone in the office, all sorts of
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possibilities present themselves but, instead,
I say hello to the dog.
There’s a dog. I know nothing of dogs, but he
seems friendly enough. Medium sized, he’s
grey and white. The dog reads humans well it
seems. After a cursory sniff, he dismisses me
as unworthy and heads back to his bed.
I ask about him when Matthews returns. With
disarming frankness, he shares the details of a
profound family tragedy, explaining: “I wanted
to return life to the house”. Gibson – the dog
is named after Guy Gibson, a wartime Royal
Air Force bomber pilot – is a springer spaniel,
and he was that life. He goes home with
Matthews’s every night, but has effectively
become the office dog.
An Offer to Buy
The road to creating today’s AirX has been
bumpy in the extreme. Driven by a passion
for aviation, Matthews has recreated himself
several times. As an owner pilot he began
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chartering his Piper Navajo Chieftain, and
himself. A chance encounter saw the business
grow and acquire a Citation, but then fall
foul of the 2008 economic slump. Declared
bankrupt, Matthews sought aviation work in
the Middle East.
Back in Europe and staying in a friend’s
Munich flat, a conversation over a different
dog led to Matthews first running and then
buying AirX. Calling to ask if he might care
for her dog while she and her husband were
away, his Munich neighbour revealed that
the family airline business wasn’t going well.
Matthews accepted board and lodging in
exchange for running the ailing carrier and,
six months later, offered to buy it.
Tireless hard work, an inspired team of
professionals and a less than conventional
outlook on business aviation and the charter
industry have since helped him develop
AirX to an annual revenue of just a little
under US$100 million. Later this year, with
the help of some heavyweight banking
expertise, he’s looking towards an initial
public offering.
AirX’s success is established on Matthews’s
refusal to buy new aircraft. The assets
he purchases have already suffered the
worst ravages of depreciation, but have
considerable airworthiness remaining. After
a cabin refurbishment and with the addition
of the company’s exceptional service
offering, each aircraft becomes seriously

marketable, usually offering more cabin
space or greater performance than similarlypriced competition.
“As a pure operator,” Matthews says, “rather
than a company operating aircraft for others,
new aircraft make no sense. A brand-new
US$60-million jet is likely to depreciate by
US$30 or US$40 million over four or five
years; I believe the rate of depreciation
is extraordinary and the used market is
saturated. I envisage a massive shift in
the market over the next four years as the
industry readjusts. I predict some painful,
sobering changes, but they’ll return the
status quo we saw pre-2008.”
It’s a somewhat apocalyptic point of view,
but one Matthews substantiates by calling
up data, graphs, used prices and more on
the wall-screen. While some people talk
‘with their hands’, this man talks with the
click of a mouse, summoning information
from across the web and building a position
that’s hard to deny. To a simple plane-loving
writer he’s utterly convincing, but at the
same time, he invites anyone to interpret
the data differently.
Plane Talking
With photos of jets on-screen, the
conversation quickly turns to aircraft, for
which Matthews has a clear passion. “If
I was buying myself a jet,” (a used one,
presumably) he says, “I’d buy a Boeing, for
its durability and cabin space. I enjoy cabin

Above: John Matthews,
Chairman, AirX.

Matthews is a big fan of the Citation X,
which he describes as ‘a rocket’

evaint.com
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Right: The Lineage 1000E cabin. (Helmut
Harringer/www.speedlight.at via AirX)
Below right: An AirX Legacy 600 lands at
Samedan. (Sandro Koster via AirX);

space. It’s why I like my Challenger 850s so
much; they look like a Global inside, but with
the width of the CRJ200.”
It’s a neat summing up of the AirX USP,
offering more, or at least something different
in a good way, for the same or less money
than the standard product. And yet AirX
has its market niche pretty much to itself.
Where’s the competition?
Largely tied up as they work towards
recouping the depreciation on aircraft
they bought new, Matthews reckons.
Meanwhile, he says AirX has reached
a mass that’s tricky to counter. “We’re
at a size where we’re very difficult to
compete with. A competitor would need
over 100 people in the back office, they’d
need a tax-efficient, friendly area like
Malta, a get-up-and-go civil aviation
authority, like Malta, a European edge
with airliners converted and a lessor
that will lend in that sector, which is
difficult, because most don’t want to
know about older aircraft. Finally, they’d
need an understanding of maintenance
bills, depreciation and finance that’s not
based on new aircraft acquisition and
operation.”
The sheer diversity of the AirX fleet is
probably enough to dissuade most operators.
It includes an Airbus A340, three Boeing
737s, a Lineage 1000, seven Challenger 850s,
three Legacy 600s and six Citation Xs. The
majority is on the Malta AOC, with the
exception of a Challenger and four Citations,
which operate on a German AOC, and two
managed Citations on the US register.
AirX keeps its fleet busy and Matthews is
looking at near-term expansion. His most
recent acquisition, the Lineage 1000 joined
the fleet early this year and immediately
departed overseas on a block charter. Indeed,
it was put to work so rapidly that few in AirX
have actually seen it and fewer still have
been inside. The aircraft is so popular with
the customer that an AirX spokesperson
suggested ‘it might never come back’; at

6

the very least it won’t be available to other
customers anytime soon.
Enthusiastically sharing more about his
aeroplanes and operations, Matthews
explains: “We’re about to get a second A340.
We’ve been working two years on it, but
haven’t signed yet, so I won’t say it’s ‘done’.
I also believe we should see our US market
grow now that we have an office there,
although we don’t own our US-registered
aircraft, we only operate them.
“I think I’m done with buying aircraft that
fly less than five hours, because they’re
seasonal in popularity – we struggle with
them in Q1 and Q4 – and there’s a lot of
competition in the segment. I reckon I’ve
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squeezed every bit of life out of my Boeings,
my 737-500s, too. I’ve kept them up with
every piece of aviation legislation, but short
of installing an EFIS cockpit I think I’ll
have to replace them with New Generation
aircraft over the next two years.
“And the Citation X? It’s a rocket! We have
customers coming from an Excel… They’ve
noticed their champagne tilts slightly under
take-off acceleration and the climb out is fairly
steep. In the Citation X the champagne lifts
out of the glass… it’s amazing! But seriously, I
think the diversity of AirX enables us to win in
every climate in every sector, one at a time.

NEAR YOU

YOUR PARTNER NETWORK*
Comlux Completion
HAECO Private Jet Solutions
Jet Aviation
Sabena Technics
Sepang Aircraft Engineering
ST Aerospace
*The ACJ Service Centre Network comes in addition to
the Airbus Worldwide Support Network.
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“If we’re lucky, we’ll win in commercial – A340
– Citation X and heavy jet. If we’re unlucky,
one will still come through. Because of that,
we’re seeing the ‘shoulder season’, Q1 and
Q2, level out. We’re seeing fewer spikes and
more of a gentle curve. If I can flatten that
completely, then my job is done. If you’re
a one-trick pony, with a fleet of identical
aircraft, you have either an outstanding month
or a terrible month, which creates volatility,
which investors don’t like.
“We promise our investors that some other
poor soul has suffered the depreciation,
our airworthiness is good for two decades,
maintenance costs are no more than for a
new aircraft and the diversity of the fleet
means we aren’t reliant on any one sector.
We’ve done all this so far without funding
– imagine what we’ll do when we’re on the
stock market!”

One of seven Challenger 850s in the AirX fleet

Family Ties
Matthews says his grasp on the industry
and its financial backdrop has been gained
through hard experience. He’s actively
learned that which he didn’t know and
openly admits to looking the fool many
times early on in his AirX journey. “I was
determined to stop that happening. Now
I’m determined to apply city metrics and
rationale to aviation expertise.
“My step father was a British Airways
Concorde ground engineer, so I was around
aeroplanes from the age of six or seven. I’m
still very much excited about the engineering
aspect. I washed aeroplanes to earn money
to pay for flying lessons and started my first
airline in 2000, using borrowed money, at
19 years old. That grew into a business that
continued until 2008.
“I bought AirX in 2010, for €30,000, with
€4 million in debt and all three aircraft
under repossession orders. I wouldn’t do
it again, even if I was promised twice the
success! There were times I was so scared
running this company that I couldn’t get
out of bed. The executives would come
around and say, ‘We can do this’. There were
periods of just a few weeks at a time when
even I couldn’t see the way forward. But we
proved the impossible is possible.
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“I bought AirX in 2010, for
€30,000, with €4 million in
debt and all three aircraft
under repossesion orders. I
wouldn’t do it again…”
“When you’re a young entrepreneur you
see your future self sitting on a beach
enjoying the success of your company.
The reality is that you become trapped.
I’ve learned to delegate and trust my staff
to guide the company to fulfil my vision
for it. Which means I effectively work
for my staff now, solving the problems
they tell me I need to solve in order to
take the company where I want it to
go. Meanwhile, they astound me every
day. They’ve warranted the success of
AirX through their own merit. All of the
executive team are founding members,
and all have gone without salaries at some
point.
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“Now, I want to start enjoying my new
daughter and family life. I’m putting systems
in place so that I don’t have to keep working
at this speed. It’s a hell of a thing to keep up
with. You become addicted to the norm of
‘go, go’, and realise you have to step back.
I don’t want to see my daughter grow up
during glances away from my iPhone.
“I never thought in my lifetime I’d find
something other than AirX to make AirX
more successful. But in starting a family
I’ve found that. I want to complete the job
of making AirX successful even faster, so
that I don’t run out of time to spend with
my family.”

Dawi t Lemma / Kri mson

Dawit Lemma
CEO, Krimson
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Big Skies
Open for Business
Africa embraced aviation almost as soon as practical flying machines emerged but, until
recently, business aircraft were rare across most of the continent. Now that situation is
changing, as Dawit Lemma, CEO of Ethiopia’s Krimson, explains
Africa’s varied, rugged, ever changing
landscape suits it ideally to aviation. The
needs of its widely separated communities,
conservation and tourism have traditionally
been served by a rugged collection of general
aviation machines, trusty pistons and
turboprops, following the best traditions
of bush flying but sometimes without the
regulation to match.
There has also been a historic trend for old
aircraft, having served their useful lives with
operators in the major economies, to find
their way onto African registers, there to fly
on under dubious jurisdiction. Look back a
couple of decades and even the continent’s
relatively few private jets were mostly ageing.
Africa has also seen more than its fair
share of natural and man-made disaster,
but the future for many of its countries
looks increasingly bright and it now boasts
some of the world’s most rapidly expanding
economies. The continent’s big skies – it
straddles the equator and its skies are, as
a result, literally bigger – are beginning to
reverberate with the sound of well-regulated
business jets.
Among Africa’s greatest business aviation
proponents, Dawit Lemma founded Krimson,
an aviation services company, at Addis Ababa
Bole International airport in 2015. From the
outset, his intention was to serve clients with
integrity and excellence. His team offers 24/7
support, providing services including ground
handling, flight support, refuelling, charter
brokerage and aviation communications.
Crucially, many of Krimson’s international
customers realise the advantage of its local
expertise in Ethiopia and across Africa.
Lemma, a US-educated, Swiss citizen of
Ethiopian origins, has also lived in Zambia
and Malawi. A former aircraft mechanic,
he began his aviation career at TAG, is a

qualified pilot and also President of the
African Business Aviation Association
(AfBAA) Ethiopian Chapter, having taken a
key role in AfBAA’s development.
Describing Krimson, he says: “We’ve
introduced Swiss efficiency to the
Ethiopian landscape, giving our clients
real confidence and enabling us to manage
even the most complex of challenges.” In
rising to those challenges, Krimson is also
clearing the way for others, pioneering
new operating procedures that are helping
the region’s business and general aviation
communities mature.
“An example that really sticks in my mind
was a medical evacuation out of Gondar,” he
recalls. “It required significant coordination
with multiple authorities, the medevac
operator and a local air ambulance service.
We used our flight support and charter
brokerage services in the same operation, and
the passenger received the medical attention
she needed. We also established precedents
now used by all operators and agencies when
faced with similar circumstances.”
Krimson’s success in itself might be
sufficient to signpost Africa’s way ahead but
Lemma, blessed with seemingly boundless
energy and enthusiasm, seems to have
become something of an accidental aviation
ambassador for the continent. He explains:
“We must be careful not to generalise,
because Africa is such a big continent, with
large disparities between neighbouring
countries. But to help understand it, it’s
useful to divide it into categories.
“There’s the South African market, which is
very much a developed, ‘standard’ modern
business and general aviation market. Then
there’s a market like Nigeria, which is purely
high-net worth individuals, and oil and gas,
which makes for volatility. But I think neither
of these markets properly represents Africa.

“For me, Africa is currently a commercial
general aviation region. It’s in a nascent
phase represented very well by Kenya. It has
a few jets, but also the second largest fleet of
non-commercial airline types in Africa, most
of them turboprop. Considering the available
infrastructure, it makes sense, while the
demand tends to be for aircraft moving goods
and people, including tourists, from remote
areas to urban or trade locations; it’s really
not a jet market, although we are seeing an
increase in helicopters.”
A progression in services, particularly for
tourists, can be imagined from Caravan,
say, through PC-12 and perhaps PC-24,
increasingly making the flight an experience
part of a holiday, rather than the ‘bus ride’
between locations. From there, hard runways
for more and/or larger jets might follow, but
Lemma is cautious.
“Addis Ababa Bole is saturated and local
GA operators sometimes hold for an hour
waiting to take off. The community asked
for and was given permission for a new GA
airport, but has to build it, and that type of
infrastructure development has to remain a
long-term vision, because Africa’s operators
are still focussed on the near and mid-term.”
Yet of the top ten growing economies, five
are in Africa, with Ethiopia’s the largest.
And that’s delivering tangible benefits to the
region’s business aviation companies. “We’re
seeing investors coming in for the day with
their private jets, completing their business
and then flying out. It’s creating awareness
of what business aviation is about – five
years ago, people would have questioned why
that individual didn’t come in on Ethiopian
Airlines. Now they understand that it’s a
time-saving tool, not a luxury, and the more
of those flights we have, the better the
perception. There’s still a long way to go, but
the door is definitely cracking open.”

evaint.com
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Big Sky News: Pioneering
Growth
Back in December 2018, Krimson
attained one of the first new
business aviation licenses issued
by the Ethiopian Civil Aviation
Authority. Helping smooth the
way forward in the developing
sector, the permits were created to
establish a transparent regulatory
framework that supports fair
processing of flight permits and
ground handling services by
operators or agents. Krimson was
awarded the paperwork after a
rigorous application and validation
process that certified it to
standards comparable to accepted
ICAO service levels.
A limited number of licenses
is being released and they are
required for any business taking
a flight support role, including
processing of landing permits,
making immigration arrangements,
arranging travel and hotel
accommodation, aircraft refuelling
and any other service facilitating
aviation activity.
Krimson had further cause to
celebrate on 5 February 2019,
when it handled its 150th flight
since opening for business in
2015. The milestone welcomed a
Bestfly-managed Global Express
to Krimson’s Addis Ababa Bole
International Airport base. The
Krimson team arranged landing
permits, fuelling, crew hotel
accommodation and ground
transportation for the flight.
It demonstrated not only
Krimson’s rapid growth, but also
the expansion of Africa’s business
aviation sector. In its first two years
of operation, Krimson handled just

17 flights, but looks set to manage
200 flights and obtain 300 permits
in 2019 alone.
For that growth to continue and
Africa’s business and general
aviation sectors to be sustained
in accordance with international
standards, the continent needs to
begin nurturing a new generation
of aviation professionals. Dawit
Lemma, Krimson’s CEO, has taken
the first steps towards creating
tomorrow’s workforce, this spring
taking up a volunteer position
teaching students taking the
Brevet d’Initiation Aéronautique
course at the Lycée GuébréMariam, an Ethio-French school in
Addis Ababa, taking Francophone
pupils from nursery up to high
school age. Lemma shares the
weekly two-hour sessions with
Pierre Lucas, United Nations
Humanitarian Air Service, Chief –
Ethiopia.
After successfully completing
the one-year course and passing
a standardised examination,
students receive credit towards
their private pilot’s license.
“Sharing our knowledge with
the students is a real joy for
us,” Lemma said, “and more
importantly it helps them
understand the practical reality of
working in the aviation sector.”
The course includes field trips,
among them a recent visit to
Ethiopian Airlines’ headquarters
in Addis Ababa, which has an
extensive aviation academy.
“The visit gave the children the
opportunity to see first-hand the
high standards of professionalism
maintained by the aviation
industry in Ethiopia. It really
inspired them, and it was great to
witness their enthusiasm.”

Big Sky News: Fuelling Africa
On 1 May, Valcora, the Switzerland-headquartered fuel purchasing
service, opened a new office in Johannesburg, South Africa. The
two-person operation is tasked with raising the company’s profile in
the region, highlighting the benefits of its technically sophisticated,
simple to use fuel purchasing system across the continent.
Valcora’s extensive experience in handling the complexities of
European taxes is particularly valuable to African operators
flying to Europe, the company’s intelligent system automatically
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Big Sky News: Setting the Standard
Business aviation standards are rising across
Africa and none more so than at Angola-based
Bestfly which, on 4 March 2019, became the
country’s first business aviation company to
achieve IS-BAO Stage 2 accreditation. It also
places Bestfly among very few African companies
to achieve the standard.
IS-BAO Stage 1, awarded to Bestfly in May 2017,
confirmed the business had closely reviewed
its operations to establish and follow a safety
management system (SMS) to meet the standards
required for IS-BAO certification.
The Stage 2 audit assessed the maturity of that
SMS, and the subsequent certification also
acknowledges that Bestfly is delivering a level
of service that meets the sector’s exacting
international standards.
Nuno Pereira, CEO, Bestfly, said: “As Angola –
and Africa – continue to develop their business
aviation sectors, I hope more African companies
will be inspired to achieve IS-BAO accreditation.
Stage 2 accreditation gives our international
clients the assurance that we operate to the same
high standards as other leading international
business aviation organisations.”
Bestfly has also been certified by the Angolan
CAA and Aruban Department of Civil Aviation,
holding AOCs from each. As well as being audited
and approved by leading oil and gas companies,
it also holds Third Country Operators approval
from EASA.

calculating fiscal obligations, ensuring customer tax commitments
are correctly and fairly determined to optimise operating budgets.
Daniel Coetzer, Valcora CEO and South African national, noted:
“Africa’s growing business aviation sector needs access to easy,
international fuel purchasing options to support its continued
growth. Johannesburg provides the perfect springboard from
which to support this need, with an established business
infrastructure, reliable banking institutions and an excellent pool
of people from which to hire in support of our own business
growth.”
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London’s Diverse
Alternative
London Oxford Airport offers all the facilities expected of an IS-BAH
Stage 2-approved FBO, with easy onward transfer to London and a
diverse range of based MROs, operators and service companies. It’s also
a centre for pilot training and headquarters of Airbus Helicopters UK

London and Birmingham, the centre of
England’s industrial Midlands, making it
the ideal jumping off point for the capital
and industry.
Significantly, the airport management
works hard to make visiting London Oxford
an easy decision, with favourable opening
hours – especially by comparison with
other London executive airport facilities,
were summertime restrictions on nighttime operating hours and reduced slot
availability are growing causes for concern
– and easy connections.
London Oxford’s surprisingly broad array
of aviation tenants includes VIP helicopter
operator Capital Air Services. Helicopters
are therefore readily available and trips
into London Battersea Heliport achieved
not only quickly, but at preferential rates,
since Reuben Brothers owns both facilities.
Helicopter transfer takes just 22 minutes.
Thanks to its favourable position
with regards to helicopter operations,
connections between London Oxford and
Battersea can be had for no more than
£2,000, less than from any other London
airport. As an added incentive for those
visiting Oxford and interlining into Battersea
by helicopter, the airport reduces aircraft
landing fees by 50%.
Last year the airport produced an
entertaining video demonstrating the ease
of reaching London by road. The doggy star
easily completed the journey to Kensington
in the hour, but anyone who’s ever tangled
with the traffic at the M40/M25 intersection
on a bad day will tell you that’s not always
going to happen.

Thanks largely to its university, the oldest
such establishment in the English-speaking
world, Oxford is known and held in high
regard internationally. Those with an interest
in the automobile industry might also
know it for its long association with motor
manufacturing, latterly as a site of BMW Mini
production, and motorsport aficionados will
appreciate the proliferation of Formula 1
team facilities in the region. Silverstone,
site of the British Grand Prix, is around
40 minutes’ drive away and easily accessible
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by helicopter. Meanwhile, the air-minded
will recognise Oxford for its long association
with pilot training, and they’re likely to know
London Oxford Airport too.
Oxford offers such a range of attractions it
is easy to forget that it’s within easy reach
of London, so much so that London Oxford
Airport is a real, popular and increasingly
attractive alternative for business and
VIP travellers visiting the city. In fact, the
airport sits more or less halfway between
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Large Jets Up
Speaking in mid-April, James DillonGodfray, Head of Business Development
at London Oxford Airport, provided an
overview of the previous year’s operations
and new and existing tenant companies.
“Over all the airports handling business
aviation movements within an hour’s
radius of London, we’ve seen around
85,000 movements in the past 12 months,
or 230 movements per day, making London
the busiest European city. Nonetheless,
that’s down by 7.5% compared to the
previous period; it had been steadily
increasing. Some in the industry believe

James Dillo n-G o dfray, Pa tri ck M a rch a n t & No e l S i gge ry / L o n d o n O x fo rd A irp o rt
world, to provide that is vast, but there are
numerous issues making the UK a difficult
place for students to come to, including
taxation, which makes training here more
expensive than in the rest of Europe, and
visas, which can be very difficult for some
non-EU nationals to obtain.”

Brexit is at least partly the cause, but I
remain to be convinced.
“We see around 5,500 business aircraft
movements at Oxford per year. Of those,
our large jet numbers are creeping up and
turboprops are considerably increased.
The latter is thanks largely to fractionalownership PC-12 operator Jetfly, which
is also bringing the PC-24 to Oxford.
For several years we’ve averaged around
8,000 passengers, but last year the figure
rose to 10,000, marking a notable change.
“Our other key activity has for decades been
pilot training, but last year it dipped to its
lowest ever. Brexit is categorically turning
people away because of the uncertainty.
Given the choice of alternative locations
elsewhere in Europe, some entire courses are
being sent to Spain, or wherever. It is slowly
picking up again though, and we also have
some new companies starting operations.
The global demand for pilots is huge and
the opportunity for the UK, which arguably
offers some of the best pilot training in the

Nonetheless, as the demand for new pilots
is realised, so more students are looking
for courses and training centres are finding
themselves short of instructors. The result is
that schools are fighting among themselves
for too few instructors, all of whom are now
able to demand higher salaries. At the same
time, some of the larger schools have become
oversubscribed and are subcontracting
courses to smaller organisations. London
Oxford, home to Airways Aviation, CAE
Oxford Aviation Academy, Go Fly Oxford,
HeliGroup, Leading Edge and Take Flight
Aviation, is observing operations with interest.
MRO Expansion
London Oxford’s smart approach to airport
management has seen it progressively and

constantly upgrade and expand the facilities
it offers its tenants. Hangar 14, a recently
completed £2-million facility offering
approximately 16,000sqft (1,500m2), already
houses new MRO provider Jet Maintenance
International (JMI). Specialising in Citation
and Falcon variants, JMI offers line, base and
AOG capabilities, with an initial focus on the
more popular Cessna Citation 510 Mustang,
525 CJ and 560 Excel/XLS, and Dassault
Falcon 2000 and 900.
But London Oxford is far from new to the
MRO business, hosting Volare Aviation, which
also offers aircraft charter, management
and sales, and GlobeAir, the latter newly
installed after Gama Aviation moved out in
2018. GlobeAir, which specialises in Citation
Mustang charter, previously relied on Gama
for its maintenance, but now uses the Oxford
facility to complete the work in-house. One
third of the charters flown by its 20-aircraft
fleet operate out of the UK.
Patrick Marchant, GlobeAir’s Head of
Maintenance, says the company is essentially

Hangar Doors
Fabric fold-up

Weathertight and insulated.
The most reliable hangar door choice from
Arctic areas to scorching hot climates.

championdoor.com

evaint.com
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JMI principals Ed Griffith (left) and Neil Plumb
(right) in Hangar 14 with James Dillon-Godfray.

an air taxi operator, using the example of
a London Oxford to Paris trip to illustrate
its appeal; he reckons the journey can be
completed in 45 minutes. He explains:
“Oxford is a great choice for us to have an
engineering facility, not only for getting
aircraft in, but also for sending teams out to
other airports.
“Our aircraft are taxis, not buses, so they
often don’t come back at night. That means
they need to be fixed wherever they are.
Birmingham and Heathrow are both less than
an hour away, while I can also send people on
a Mustang directly from here if necessary, the
aircraft they fly out on taking over from the
AOG while they fix it.”
Working on the periphery of traditional
MRO, well-established aircraft detailing
and interior/exterior cleaning company
Up & Away is another of London
Oxford’s new tenants, having moved
its headquarters to the airport while
retaining outposts at a number of other
UK airfields. The company’s detailing arm
was responsible for the ‘cash’ graphics
decorating AVIAÂ’s ‘money jet’ at last
year’s EBACE event, while the cleaning
side of the business is currently expanding
with major new airline contracts. Up &
Away is also hoping to expand its business
aircraft valet service from the UK to Paris
and Nice.
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London Oxford is home to Airbus
Helicopters UK and an Airbus Corporate
Helicopters centre of excellence, rotarywing MRO is therefore another of the
airfield’s major businesses. A constant
stream of police, military, para-public and
VIP helicopters visits the site for a variety of
services and Airbus also delivers new aircraft
from the facility.
Service Providers
AVIAÂ is among a number of service
companies calling London Oxford home.
The business aviation group purchasing
organisation debuted at last year’s EBACE
show and has since been taking the industry
by storm. Its headquarters remains at
London Oxford, while it also has a US office.
AVIAÂ was busy at EBACE 2018, but it was
an important event for hullo Aircrew too,
another London Oxford resident, which
launched its online freelance aircrew and
operators connection platform in Geneva.
Like AVIAÂ and hullo Aircrew, Travion
started out at Oxford and has since expand
the delivery of its particular brand of flight
management to business aircraft operators
and airlines. It has a second office in Prague.
London Oxford Airport serves its business
and VIP customers through the dedicated,
IS‑BAH Stage 2-accredited Oxfordjet FBO.
With no third-party handling agents or
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fuelling companies operating at the airport,
services including fuel, valet and ground
support are all managed directly through
the FBO.
World Fuel Services recently took over
London Oxford’s fuel supply contract under
a new five-year arrangement. The transition
between suppliers took place seamlessly
overnight into 1 February. Noel Siggery,
World Fuel Services’ Director Supply and
Market Development says: “It includes
jet and avgas fuel supplies and fuelling
trucks, plus full maintenance support
for the vehicles and fuel farms at Oxford
and Battersea. All fuelling staff are using
our popular training platform and we’re
looking to construct a new fuel farm at
Oxford.” Dillon-Godfray notes that as well
as showing its age, the current fuel farm is
inconveniently located, effectively denying
the airport valuable development space.
His observation and view to the future
is typical of the airport management’s
proactive approach to satisfying customers
and improving infrastructure; they’re
already working closely with local
authorities on airport lighting, airspace
management and construction projects, all
designed to make London Oxford Airport
the preferred choice for visiting London to
the south and the industrial Midlands to
the north.

It’s About
Your Business

Challenging times require superior answers.
Leonardo Helicopters redefines mobility by setting new levels in luxury,
comfort, performance and safety. Maximise your time and be where it counts.
Inspired by the vision, creativity and ingenuity of the great master inventor Leonardo is designing the technology of tomorrow.
Visit us at EBACE, Hall 6 - Stand T71

leonardocompany.com
Helicopters | Aeronautics | Electronics, Defence & Security Systems | Space
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Living The
Way You Fly,
Benoit Defforge, President, Airbus Corporate Jets, presides
over some of business aviation’s largest, longest-ranged aircraft,
but insists ACJ is all about the solution, not only the platform
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On 17 January 2019, Acropolis Aviation took
delivery of the first ACJ320neo, followed
on 25 March by Comlux, which received
the initial example of three ACJ320neo
aircraft it has on order. By mid-April,
Airbus Corporate Jets had 14 orders and
commitments for ACJ320neo Family jets,
offering customers the choice of new
generation CFM International LEAP-1A or
Pratt & Whitney PW1100G powerplants;
Comlux chose the CFM option, based on
its long-term relationship with the General
Electric/Safran Aircraft Engines joint
venture. Comlux Completion will install the
jet’s unique VIP cabin.

Be n o i t De ffo rge / Ai r bu s C o r po ra te Jet s

The second member of the ACJ320neo
Family, the ACJ319neo is a little shorter,
but goes further. The ACJ320’s cabin is
89ft 10in (27.74m) long, while the smaller
aircraft offers a 79ft (24m) living space.
Where the ACJ319neo wins is in range,
since it will fly eight passengers 6,750nm,
or more than 15 hours, on an NBAA profile
and with reserves for a 200nm diversion; the
equivalent ACJ320neo range is 6,000nm, or
in excess of 13 hours.
Much larger than the ACJ320neo, the
ACJ330-800 offers a 147ft 8in (45m) cabin
and range capability that Airbus calls

‘nonstop to the world’ – that’s 10,400nm,
or more than 21 hours with 25 passengers
over an NBAA flight profile and, again,
with reserves for a 200nm diversion. In
ACJ330-900 form, the aircraft’s cabin is
165ft 2in (50.35m) long and it has the legs
to carry 25 passengers 9,900nm. Power for
the ACJ330neo comes from the Rolls-Royce
Trent 7000.
While the ACJ320neo’s CFM and Pratt
& Whitney options don’t share names
or designations with those of the legacy
aircraft (which offered CFM International
CFM56 or International Aero Engines V2500

turbofans), the ACJ330neo uses the Trent,
apparently an engine that’s been around
some time. In fact, Rolls ran its first Trent
in 1990, basing it on the RB.211, originally
designed for the TriStar. It was an early
example of the Trent 700, produced for
the A330 airliner. Subsequent iterations
have powered the A340-500/600, A380 and
A350 XWB, plus Boeing’s 777 and 787, each
variant tailored to its specific application and
featuring new technologies.
According to Rolls-Royce, the latest Trent
7000 is quieter than the Trent 700 and
offers a 10% improvement in specific fuel

Representative ACJ319
cabin. (Airbus)

Acropolis Aviation takes its ACJ320neo
on 17 January. Airbus Corporate Jets
President, Benoit Defforge, stands at the ‘2’.
(Pascal Pigeyre/Master Films Airbus 2019)

evaint.com
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BENOIT DEFFORGE

“…we steer, we
coordinate,
and we help
the company
understand what
our customers
want now and
what we expect
them to want in
the future.”

consumption, advances achieved through
applying technologies from the Trent 1000,
designed for the 787, and the A350’s Trent
XWB. Taken together, the result is a modern,
efficient engine backed by decades of
experience and refinement.

proportion of carbon composites, materials
that have caused headaches for previous
VIP cabin completions.

The Trent XWB of course features on the
ACJ350 XWB, available in ACJ350-900
ULR (Ultra Long Range) and ACJ350‑1000
forms. If the ACJ330-800 provides
nonstop to the world capability, then it’s
difficult to conjure a more superlative
description for the ULR’s 11,100nm range
with 25 passengers; Airbus Corporate Jets
contents itself with the accurate but rather
less emotive ‘worldwide range’.

Composite challenge
Lightweight and immensely strong, carbon
composites take a leading role in producing
the most efficient airliners and, by extension,
airliner-based business jets, but they pose a
significant challenge to completion centres.
Engineers have been ‘drilling holes’ in
metal airframes for decades, safe in the
industry’s thorough understanding of how
those metallic structures behaved. Not so
with carbon composites, which pose new
questions of even the simplest construction
and modification tasks.

The ULR’s 167ft 5in (51.04m) cabin is not
so much larger than the ACJ330-900’s,
but it out-ranges the latter by 1,400nm.
Customers opting for the ACJ350-1000
get a whopping 190ft 5in (58.03m) cabin,
enjoying it over a maximum of 9,850nm.
Incredible range and massive cabin space
are key to the ACJ350’s customer appeal,
but its construction includes a large

Airbus Corporate Jets recognised and
avoided the issue through its Easyfit solution
which, it says, “…pre-equips the carbon fibre
fuselage of the ACJ350 XWB with hundreds
of attachment points.” It says it also
“…designed standard system interfaces,
greatly simplifying the work of cabinoutfitters.” AMAC Aerospace, Jet Aviation
and Lufthansa Technik, ACJ’s authorised
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completion centres for the model, so far
seem to agree.
Other large, airliner-based business jets are
available and while ACJ would argue that its
aircraft are best, Boeing, Embraer and Sukhoi
offer varying levels of competition. Plus,
a customer looking for the extreme reach
of these large machines has other choices,
notably the Bombardier Global 7500 and
Gulfstream G650ER, competing types locked
in a round of world-shrinking long-range,
high-speed records. But Airbus has one
advantage none of its competitors shares…
Through Airbus Corporate Helicopters
(ACH), it offers high-end expertise in the
latest rotorcraft technologies, applying ACJ
levels of completion and customer service
to the kind of lift only a helicopter provides.
Even the most impressively finished ACJ350
can’t land atop a mountain, embark upon a
yacht or land on the lawn after an 11,100nm
trip but a similarly appointed helicopter,
waiting to cover the last few miles of the
journey, completes the experience in the best
possible style.

Be n o i t De ffo rge / Ai r bu s C o r po ra te Jet s
But are customers really buying a jet
and a helicopter from Airbus, especially
with quality competition on the rotarywing market? Benoit Defforge, President,
Airbus Corporate Jets, confirms that some
jet customers do go on to buy an Airbus
Corporate Helicopter, and vice versa.

mission. At a little over 84ft (25.60m) long,
Embraer’s Lineage cabin falls neatly between
those of the ACJ319 and ACJ320, though the
Airbus jets have more cabin area. And while
it doesn’t compete with ACJ’s widebodies,
Embraer Executive Jets does offer a range of
smaller machines, down to the Phenom 100.

“They have one helicopter on their
yacht, but live most of the time in the
city, so they have another to go from
their residence to the airport. We share
data with ACH to understand how we
can provide an even better service to
our customers – because we’re the only
company offering that capability.”

Smiling at the suggestion ACJ should expand
its range, Defforge responds: “What, you
want me to buy Gulfstream?” No. But in
summer 2018, Airbus took a controlling
interest in Bombardier’s CSeries airliner
and continues to build and market the
aircraft through the CSeries Aircraft Limited
Partnership with the Canadian airframer.
Wouldn’t a corporate jet portfolio that
began with the Learjet 70 and culminated
in the Global 7500 for speed over distance
or ACJ350 for space over distance, be a
tantalising proposition?

Defforge therefore confirms Airbus has
the jet/helicopter market sewn up but,
like Boeing, its obvious competitor in the
very large bizjet market, ACJ’s portfolio is
restricted to big aeroplanes, or at least to
machines no smaller than the ACJ319. Several
operators combine a smaller aircraft with
a large, long-range machine to maximise
EVA Half Page.pdf 1 5/8/2018 2:45:31 PM
efficiency and right-match the aircraft to the
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“Bombardier has very good products. Airbus
is working to deliver its commitment on the
CSeries, now the A220. That’s a major first
step. I don’t know what the Airbus strategy

will be over the next ten years, but for the
time being it’s clear that what we’re doing
we are doing well. We’ll have to wait and see
what the future holds.” Any comment on the
possibility of an ACJ220? “No, except to say
that Airbus has a lot to do – working with
Bombardier to ramp-up A220 production, cut
costs and establish a US production line –
before we think about anything else.”
Airbus already builds A320-series aircraft
in China and the US, as well as Europe, but
Defforge says all ACJ320 Family airframes
come off the Hamburg, Germany, final
assembly lines. “Our volumes are quite
small and it makes sense to take aircraft only
from those two lines. If a customer insisted
they wanted an aircraft built in China or the
US, I’d certainly consider it, but there’s no
industrial rationale for dividing production
between the centres.”
Big bird?
An obvious omission from the ACJ line, the
A380 was once touted as the ultimate VVIP
platform but with production scheduled

Ben o it D ef f or g e / Ai rbus Corporate Je ts

to end in 2021, the prospects of the world
witnessing an ACJ380 are dwindling. “There’s
nothing to prevent us doing it. It offers 551m2
[floor space in the ACJ350-1000, the largest
jet in the current portfolio, is 308m2], so it’s
huge. We’ve analysed it quite deeply for a few
potential customers, we’ve discussed it with
the outfitting centres, and they can do it. If
we were to build one, we’d almost certainly
install an Easyfit solution, which would make
it far less complex to equip.

Space]. Our job is to analyse and understand
the market, then interface internally to
ensure we deliver what’s required. So,
we steer, we coordinate, and we help the
company understand what our customers
want now and what we expect them to want
in the future.

“The basics of monuments, seats, system
interfaces and so on required for an ACJ380
are the same as those required for the
ACJ350, Airbus would just need to work
closely with the outfitter to help complete
the aircraft. So that’s an opportunity to
come…”

“In 2018, for example, we installed a
VIP cabin in the forward fuselage of a
governmental A330 MRTT [Multi-Role
Tanker Transport, known in Australian
service as the KC-30A]. We delivered a
solution in this case, not a platform. That’s
my way and the Airbus way, delivering a
solution that the market needs. It could be
a solution for a platform, a platform with
services, a leased platform, whatever suits
the customer.

An apparently tiny part of the Airbus empire,
ACJ might easily occupy a niche somewhat
removed from the mainstream business, but
Defforge reckons otherwise: “We’re part of
Airbus Commercial, but we also interface
with ACH and ADS [Airbus Defence &

“My interest is to have more ACJ flying, in
any form. That’s why we’re supporting the
second-hand market too. We’re not buying
second-hand aircraft and selling them again,
but when we have a customer come to us
asking for help selling their aircraft, it’s
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usually because they want to buy another.
And even if that’s not the case, the fluidity of
the market is important to us.
“We have our Easystart product for
example, designed to make starting
operations with a second-hand ACJ easy.
It’s for operators who have been flying
conventional business jets and are looking
to begin flying an ACJ. We found operators
might be intimidated by the aircraft’s size
and that could slow down the decision
to purchase, or even cause operators to
advise owners against buying. Easystart is
our team helping newcomers begin their
operation. After a few meetings with our
experts, people realise operating an ACJ
isn’t difficult.
“Our aircraft are actually designed to be
simple to operate because that’s what the
airlines want. And we’re very consistent in
our service offering, in the ecosystem that
surrounds our aircraft, the ACJ Forum, how
closely we work with our five outfitting
centres; we don’t have 20, say, we have five
and we work intimately with them. If the

AIRX AIRCRAFT MANAGEMENT
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Take-off for the first Comux ACJ320neo on
12 March. (Bengt Lange via Airbus)

BENOIT DEFFORGE

“We listen to our customers,
we make changes to our
offering and then we seek
their feedback to ensure we’re
delivering what they want.”

“We find ourselves talking about solutions
and delivering solutions more and more. Ten
years ago, the emphasis was more on selling.
Now it’s on solutions and we deliver those
through our ecosystem.”

we are close to 7,000nm, in a product with
unbeatable comfort. A customer once
explained to me the difference between a
traditional business jet and an ACJ. He said:
‘While I’m flying in my conventional business
jet I’m flying, but when I’m flying in my ACJ,
I’m living on board.’ I think that summarises
where we are.

Living On Board
The next big thing for ACJ, emphasised by
recent Comlux and K5 Aviation deliveries,
is the ACJ320neo Family. There’s a palpable
excitement among ACJ’s executives over
the new engine option (neo) aircraft and
Defforge explains why. “With the ACJ319neo

“Lots of customers have a traditional jet
and an ACJ. So, are we in direct competition
with Bombardier or Gulfstream? I don’t
think so. I think we’re offering a different
experience, but it has to deliver comparable
range and with the neo we have that. It
completes our portfolio.”

market demanded a sixth, we could add one,
but we prefer that close relationship.
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There remains one obvious question… Why
do Defforge’s customers choose ACJ over
its closest competitor? “It’s because we are
offering something that Boeing does not –
something more modern, with more space
in the cabin. And, for me, it’s a question of
what are they buying? Is it a platform or
a solution? We offer a complete solution,
tailored to make ownership simple, with
Easyfit and Easystart, our turn-key solutions
and our close network of outfitters, all of
them partners.
“They’re approved Airbus outfitters and
they know the aircraft. Other companies
could complete our aircraft, of course they
could, but I want to keep our outfitters
close. That way we can guarantee the quality
of the work. And if a customer should have
a cabin problem, it’s an Airbus problem
and we take care of it. We listen to our
customers, we make changes to our offering
and then we seek their feedback to ensure
we’re delivering what they want. The ACJ
team is focused on excellence and we’ve
developed trust with our customers, which
makes a huge difference.”
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Taking
the floor

F/LIST is recognised for its hightechnology solutions to traditional
material requirements. Never an
organisation to shy away from a
challenge, a little over a decade ago,
F/LIST turned its attention to creating
a centuries-old, brand new flooring
product for private jets – stone.
Dieter Franz, Business Development &
Sales New Market Aircraft, takes the
floor…
In the past, moving through a business jet cabin
in most cases meant walking on vinyl or carpet.
About ten years ago, we began to think that business
jet owners and operators might want something
more hygienic and easier to clean, especially in the
entrance and lavatory areas, combined with an extra
touch of luxury appearance. Thinking about one’s
home, a carpeted lavatory or entrance just doesn’t
seem the best solution.

Dieter Franz

Business Development & Sales New Market Aircraft, F/LIST
DIETER FRANZ

“By early 2019, some 500
hard-surface floorings
had been delivered for all
kinds and sizes of aircraft,
from Pilatus PC‑24 to
Boeing 737-700.”
26
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In 2009, F/LIST therefore offered one of the first
real stone floorings for aircraft cabins, as a retrofit
product for refurbishments. Since then, the tiled
flooring concept quickly matured and became a
regular order item for OEMs. By early 2019, some 500
hard-surface floorings had been delivered for all kinds
and sizes of aircraft, from Pilatus PC-24 to Boeing
737-700. In those ten years and 500 floors, we’ve
made significant technological progress and learned
from the market and its developing requirements.
Now, stone flooring has become not only a valuable
addition to the company’s comprehensive cabin
interior portfolio, perfectly complementing our
core competence as a provider of integrated
cabin interiors, but also grown into an important
business area in its own right. A Crystal Cabin
Award nomination for F/LIST’s Wood Flooring, plus
wins at the German Design Awards and German
Innovation Awards for our Heated Stone Flooring,
speak volumes for our leading role in the market.
Vinyl and carpet are still common flooring materials
in aircraft cabins, and it took quite some time for
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the market to respond to our real stone
alternative. After a sluggish start, however,
we have experienced a veritable boom in
orders over the past four years, mainly for
entrance areas and lavatories, with order
numbers still rising. Tiled hard-surface
flooring has the advantage of being equally
suitable for OEM aircraft, one-off VIP
narrow- and widebody aircraft, and for use in
the aftermarket segment. The ease of
F/LIST flooring installation, non-invasive
removal and re-installation also greatly
facilitate subsequent maintenance beneath
the covering, adding more value.
For several years after its release, stone was
F/LIST’s only flooring product. Its natural
splendour may have contributed to a growing
demand for more natural surfaces though,
and in 2015 the market received our real
wood flooring enthusiastically. Its advantage
for some customers is the possibility it offers

for creating parquet patterns familiar from
their homes, including planking, herringbone
and starburst. With the availability of natural
wood and stone which, we know from our
residential business segment, often go handin-hand, more customers are mixing different
flooring types in their aircraft, experiencing
the same variety in interior design as they do
in their homes.
As with all F/LIST’s interior products,
constant innovation and development is
imperative if we are to keep up with the
demands and technical standards of the
industry. Our advantage is that our products
are bespoke configurations comprised
of pre-engineered elements, rather than
series-produced items. This allows us to
keep up with evolving requirements in
weight reduction and optimisation of surface
properties, for example, while also offering
new customisation and design features.

The latter have proven extremely important
in helping F/LIST flooring remain visible
and prominent in customers’ minds. Laser
engraving with optional coloured resin inserts,
ornate marquetry in wood or stone, or the
combination of the two materials in single tiles,
provide a playground for ambitious industrial
designers. Upgrades, including integrated
heating for both wood and stone flooring,
various surface finishes, among them polished
and brushed alternatives and, naturally, the
constant expansion of our wood and stone
portfolios, keeps interest in our products high.
The pool of available, pre-certified veneers
and stone is constantly growing and by now
is quite substantial. Our dedicated wood
veneer and stone specialists go out of their
way to personally source new species from
all around the world, enhancing our standard
catalogue and finding the perfect forms
against specific requests.

All you need for your ﬂight to LMML
DC Aviation is a dedicated business aviation handling company in LMML. Our team of professionals ensures the
comprehensive care dedicated to your jet before departing and after landing. We know how important your passengers
are to you and we make it our priority to deliver a service which will make your customers wanting to come back to.
+356 21375973| DC Aviation LTD, PO Box 23, Malta International Airport, Gudja, LQA 5000, Malta. | dispatch@dc-aviation.com.mt

evaint.com
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Di e ter Fr an z / F/ LI ST

F/LIST’s new Vinyl Tile Flooring
(above) and possibilities with its stone
flooring (right), here by Winch Design.

But it isn’t always easy. Stone is an evertrending material in interior design, but
it should be noted that vertical stone
applications are subject to fewer limitations
than flooring. Sometimes these limitations
cause difficulties, especially when customers
have a favourite stone type that they’ve
used in their home for countertops or wall
coverings and then request for their aircraft
cabin floor.
We’ve experimented with many stone types
and accumulated an enormous database
on their properties, including solidity,
density and stain resistance. We really
aim to understand the DNA of a stone
and, sometimes, we have to be honest and
say: “This stone you like so much, it just
won’t be suitable long term as a flooring
material,” perhaps due to its limited wear
or stain resistance.
The same is true for the relationship
between wood veneers and wood flooring,
although the limitations are not as severe
as with stone. If a wood veneer is suitable
for use on cabinets, it is suitable for a
floor as well – the challenge lies more in
the durable varnish surface a floor needs.
In the end, though, the better a floor is
taken care of, the longer it will remain in
good condition.
But even the best tested and most proven
materials can be damaged by accident, or
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“Meanwhile, our constant
effort to develop and improve
existing products does not
keep us from innovating.”
worn over time. And that’s when even more
of F/LIST’s added value comes into play: the
global availability of product support is a
crucial factor in the success of our natural
surface floorings. Wherever in the world our
customers encounter a problem, our skilled
mobile repair teams are available to fix small
defects or minor damage in situ.
Vinyl Resurgence
Meanwhile, our constant effort to develop
and improve existing products does
not keep us from innovating. From our
initial efforts to create an alternative
to vinyl for example, we’ve now come
around to encapsulating its benefits in a
new product of our own, incorporating
the next logical step. We’ve upgraded a
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well-tried aircraft vinyl product with the
significant advantages of our floor tile and
fastening concept.
F/LIST Vinyl Tile Flooring combines
elegance, convenience, ease of care and
customisation options to make it an
innovative alternative to conventional vinyl
flooring for aircraft cabins, which is usually
supplied in rolls with limited possibility for
customisation. F/LIST’s product’s handy
tile format, combined with the innovative
fastening system proven on our wood
flooring, enables similar custom tiling
concepts. We’re exhibiting this innovative
new product at EBACE for the first time and
expect it to mark a revolution in the aircraft
flooring market.

E d ward Cou s in s / hullo Ai rcre w

hullo
3,000...
In the year since it launched its online crewing platform, hullo Aircrew has
increased its membership by more than 200%. Now, a collaboration with Jet
Aviation is opening the door to extensive new development

Edward Cousins, Director
of Business Opertions,
hullo Aircrew.

Among the disruptors launching a variety
of new products at last year’s EBACE
show in Geneva, hullo Aircrew debuted its
online crewing platform, designed to bring
freelance and contract aircrew together
with operators, quickly and reliably,
helping crew members maximise hours,
ensuring operators avoid cancellations,
facilitating more flights and offering an
efficient end-to-end payment service in a
traditionaly complex market.
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With a variety of other benefits included
or offered, the platform has continued
to expand, with in excess of 2,000 new
members signing up since Geneva in 2018,
bringing the total to more than 3,000.
Then, in April 2019, hullo Aircrew and Jet
Aviation signed a long-term collaboration
agreement, including funding to enable
hullo Aircrew to accelerate its technology
development and, according to Elaine
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Lapotosky, Senior Director, Jet Staffing at
Jet Aviation, “Enhance Jet Aviation’s staffing
service offerings and customer experience.
“The hullo Aircrew platform available today
will continue to be enhanced over the
coming months under this new agreement.
Additionally, we will further develop the
platform for our Jet Aviation customers that
we expect to be launching to the market in
the fourth quarter this year.

T R AV E L I N
T R U E LU X U RY.

• Air Charter Service
• Aircraft Management
• A i r A m b u l a n c e Tr a n s p o r t
Service
• Air Cargo Service
• Catering Service

Charter
Jet Sales

Seamless, flexible and confidential
private jet service
W i t h u s , y o u r s a f e t y a n d c o m f o r t c o m e fi r s t . We a r e a n
FA A c e r t i fi c a t e d P a r t 1 3 5 a i r c h a r t e r, c a r g o a n d
ambulance transportation service operator based in Fort
Lauderdale, FL, since 2014. My Corporate Jet owns and
operates our aircraft, eliminating complications for the
t r a v e l e r.
We a r e A r g u s G o l d r a t e d , a Wy v e r n R e g i s t e r e d O p e r a t o r a n d a m e m b e r o f N B A A .

954-361-4844
I N F O @ M YC O R P O R AT E J E T.C O M
W W W. M YC O R P O R AT E J E T I N C .C O M

E d ward Cou s in s / hullo Ai rcre w

“This agreement is for hullo Aircrew to
develop their product so Jet Staffing can have
a similar staffing and technology platform to
enter new markets and improve customer
access to our staffing services. We’re finetuning the layout now to better support the
US marketplace.”
Edward Cousins, hullo Aircrew’s Director
of Business Operations, describes the
collaboration with Jet Aviation as ‘incredibly
exciting’. “It’s fantastic news for us, as a
start-up, to be powering part of Jet Aviation’s
operations, but our service offering in the
last year has also grown.
“Our platform offers freelance aircrew
placement, but we’re also offering permanent
aircrew, and we’re looking after training
records for some clients. Over the last
12 months we’ve added clients from the US
across to Australia, from Europe down to
Africa and everywhere in between.
“Our crew are spread globally throughout
the platform, which makes it much easier
for operators when they have aircraft on
the move and need crew anywhere around
the world. Going through the system, they
can see crew training records, helping them
check against the various standards required
depending on where their aircraft is.

“We’re seeing UK operators in particular
going above and beyond the minimum
requirements for Part-NCC training, which
means the majority of the European crew in
the system are trained above the minimum
standard. With the member’s permission,
operators can quickly access training records
to ensure a crew member’s training is in
compliance with their operations manuals.”
Intuitive Expansion
Cousins describes the hullo Aircrew
platform’s freelance aircrew functionality
as ‘exceptionally complicated behind the
scenes’, but says: “Our in-house tech team
has developed the system to be incredibly
intuitive to use, which means our members
love using it.
“Whether members are entirely freelance
or just looking to fly in their spare time, the
platform delivers a fully transparent market
place. All the available roles are there to be
viewed, applied for, or selected for. They can
also set their availability through a simple
calendar, so they won’t be contacted for roles
they aren’t available for.
“Then we have offers of training
courses from leading suppliers, covering
everything from ground school courses
through to simulator training, all at

competitive rates and available to
freelance crew and operators.”
hullo Aircrew’s operator and owner members
post jobs free of charge, searching available
crew on the system, but with some of their
data redacted. Once they’ve chosen crew for
the job, the redaction is removed. There’s no
subscription for the service, hullo Aircrew
taking commission from both sides of the
transaction whenever a job is completed.
Of the 3,000-plus members on the system,
at least 45 are operators and, Cousins says:
“We also have flight support companies,
maintenance organisations, direct owners
and brokers coming to us to find crew.”
The crew available currently cover more
than 130 aircraft types, from the Citation
Mustang up to the BBJ and they are based
at more than 190 airports. The statistics
are impressive, and Cousins illustrates the
system’s capability with a simple anecdote.
“One of our users told us they were busy
colouring at the kitchen table with their
child at the weekend, when they were asked
to supply crew to cover sickness. Within
14 minutes of receiving the request, they’d
found and crewed a pilot onto their flight.
In an industry where it can take days to find
a relevant person it was a fantastic user
endorsement for us.”
Nonetheless, it’s clearly not in hullo
Aircrews’ nature to rest on its laurels and
later this year it plans to launch version two
of its platform, including permanent crew
recruiting functionality, acknowledging
the additional requirements of finding
permanent over freelance personnel. Cousins
says other developments are also underway,
among them compatibility with Alexa and
various APIs (application programming
interfaces) for flight scheduling softwares,
enabling users to ‘build flights’, add crew and
then immediately find additional crew should
there be a shortfall.

The hullo Aircrew
desktop platform.
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Sapphire Pegasus Business Aviation Awards
2019 nominations in the Service Provider
and Innovation categories speak volumes
for the wider perception of hullo Aircrew’s
contribution to the industry.

Non-stop to the heart of Switzerland

Edwa rd C o usi n s / h u llo A irc re w

F LY T O S W I T Z E R L A N D

Bern Airport is located in the heart of Switzerland, providing easy, fast and stress-free access to business
locations in Fribourg, Neuchâtel and Vevey. Other Swiss tourist attractions such as the Bernese Oberland,
Interlaken, Jungfrau and Lucerne, and a veritable Alpine paradise for outdoor activities in Grindelwald and
Gstaad can be reached in less than 90 minutes. For more information go to bernairport.ch/business.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

No slots required
1.730 m grooved runway
Short distances: ready for start-up in less than 5 minutes
Local helicopter and limousine service companies for smooth transfers
Customs and border guards
Own FBO, crew rest area, refuelling and catering services
EASA certified, ILS CAT I (restricted) and fire category 4-6

Simply. Fly. Away.
bernairport.ch

Photograph: © BE! Tourismus
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Starting at
Nine...
Mark Burns has been with Gulfstream almost four decades,
seen just about everywhere and helped steer the company
into the modern era of precision design and manufacturing. He
spoke frankly to EVA about pride, performance and plans for
the future

There are any number of astonishingly
talented, visionary, pioneering, envelopepushing individuals in business aviation.
Some just are, some burst onto the scene
and fade almost as quickly. But a rare breed
combines those talents, nurtures them
through years of experience and takes them
to the highest levels in the business.
Among those rare breeds, Mark Burns was
named President of Gulfstream Aerospace
back in 2015, since when, the OEM has
negotiated its way through tricky industrial
challenges to bring the stunning G500
and G600 to market, further cementing
its position among the greatest aircraft
manufacturers ever.
EVA caught up with him in the broiling
Orlando heat, out at Gulfstream’s NBAA
static display. The conversation perhaps
ought to have begun with Burns expounding
the virtues of his latest product… “It’s a little
hot,” he declares instead, a phrase perfectly
suited to his Savannah drawl. “Why do we
have to wear jackets at these shows? Whose
rule is that?” We agree on a rebellion.
In that brief exchange I realise a peculiar
truth about Burns’ career. Gulfstream is
headquartered in Savannah, Georgia. Burns
is from Savannah. Not only has he reached
the industry’s pinnacle, but he’s done it
working locally.
I remind him he’s been with the company
35 years. “That makes me feel old, although
I started very young,” he quips. “I think I
was about nine…” Joking aside, the aviation
industry is typically quite fluid, with personnel
regularly moving between companies. What’s
kept Burns at Gulfstream his whole career?
“I’ll tell you. It’s the best job in the whole
world. I’ve had so many opportunities
that have made it exciting. I started in an
engineering position in drafting, working on
the original GIV design. Very quickly I went
to GIV flight test. I was a young kid, flight
testing an airplane, so that was exciting.

Mark Burns

President, Gulfstream Aerospace
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“Then, as the airplanes went into service, my
flight test job led to me travelling around the
world helping customers who’d just taken
their new GIV. I did that for maybe three
years, and I think I saw every place on the
planet. You get kind of hooked!

M a rk Burn s / Gu lfstre a m A e ro s p a c e

“Next I had the chance to work in
manufacturing, completions and service. The
people were just fantastic, and don’t forget
that when I started we were just 1,000; now
we’re 18,000. It’s been a really quick, but
very enjoyable ride. I couldn’t have asked for
more. The company has always been very
supportive of everything I’ve tried to do, it’s
been easy to stay.”
Witnessing the Gulfstream leadership team
perform in a press conference is akin to seeing
a group of close friends discussing a shared
passion. “We’ve known one another 20 years
plus and everyone knows their role. I get the
responsibility of being in the hot seat for
certain things, but I absolutely rely on the
entire team. We’re a very flat organisation,
so there aren’t lots of layers from the people
building the airplane to my office.
“So, I’m down on the floor, talking to people
I’ve known for 25 years, who build, design

and service the airplanes. It’s a very closeknit workforce and there’s an incredible
amount of pride when we see the finished
product and our customers appreciating and
using it. There’s still a lot of us who’ve grown
up with the company and seen it expand.”
Precision Products
Burns speaks of the pride Gulfstream’s people
feel in their products and they ought quite
rightly to be proud of their latest machines,
the G500 and G600. Those aircraft are just
beginning their careers, still too young to
have accumulated any meaningful service
beyond marketing hyperbole. Yet for Burns
they represent years of work. What does the
fruition of a new model mean to him?
“When I started out, airplanes were mostly
hand drawn and hand built. The biggest
change for me in these latest airplanes is the
precision with which they’re produced. Our
quality has improved so much.

“I had a customer who wanted to come in
and watch us mate the airplane’s wings.
Because of the precision, the whole
experience of picking up the fuselage,
sitting it on the wing and mating it took
just 30 minutes. He came all the way from
Europe to watch a 30-minute exercise. It
would have taken a day in the past, with lots
of adjustment, and it just shows how precise
airplane construction has become.
“I believe the 500 and 600 are the most
technologically advanced, safest airplanes
we’ve ever built. There are so many safety
features and the technology is literally
incredible. You can walk out to a G500, open
the door and within eight minutes be ready to
depart. It’s down to the time our people have
put into it, the intuitive thinking it enables.
It’s very humbling to see what we’ve created.”
Humbling and, indeed bang on time
according to Gulfstream’s original

Longest Operating Hours –
06:30-23:00 – 7 Days
Central London Helicopter
Shuttles from £1,999*
22 minute helicopter shuttles include
50% off associated jet landing fee*
www.londonoxfordairport.com
Tel. +44 (0) 1865 290 600
ops@londonoxfordairport.com
OXF/EGTK

London Oxford Airport is available from 06:00
– midnight on request, seven days a week, the
longest operating hours of any General Aviation
airport in the UK, especially at the weekends. The
London Heliport and the airport are jointly owned
allowing for the most attractive joint usage
packages for any airport in the London region.

evaint.com
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Burns reckons Gulfstream’s clean wing and elegant window
shape are important elements in the brand’s iconic status.
(Gulfstream Aerospace)

would be done with certification by the end of ’17 and begin deliveries
early in 2018. That was ahead of schedule.
“We got through the range piece, did all that flying, then got stuck
with a dispute between NORDAM and Pratt & Whitney. It cost us
some months – I’d say four or five. I hoped for the longest time that
they’d settle their differences, but it became apparent to us that they
weren’t going to be able to. So, we came up with a three-way solution
that I think everybody’s happy with.
“I know I am. From financial and delivery perspectives, and looking
forward to how quickly we can ramp our rate up. Because we’re in
control of that manufacturing line now – and we’re really good at
manufacturing structures, it goes all the way back to our Grumman
origins – we’re recovering quickly.”

Burns favourite Gulfstream, the GIV. (Rolls-Royce)

The line in question produces engine nacelles for the G500/600,
but does it mean Gulfstream is now in the nacelle manufacturing
business for other OEMs? “I don’t know that we’d have any intent to
do that. And, you know, we’re building the wing for the 500/600 for
the first time in our history. We decided to do it because on the 650
the supply base just couldn’t keep up with the pace we needed to go
at. It became apparent there were certain things we needed to control
a little closer The wing was something we believed we were good
at – again, it’s structures – so it’s our wheelhouse. And we’ve done a
tremendous job, it’s far exceeded our expectations.
“But we won’t vertically integrate too far. That way you put too much
pressure on yourself. And we want to keep a strong supply base. The
more we do the weaker they become and that’s not good for the
industry. The nacelle business we control gives us a lot of latitude.
We can continue to build it. We can outsource it. We can do what we
think is best for the programme in the long run and right now, I’m
very happy to build nacelles.”

predictions for first customer G500 delivery, with a September 2018
service entry. But at 2017’s EBACE show, Burns himself had suggested
we ought to expect certification in time for that year’s NBAA
gathering in October and delivery soon after.
Instead, at NBAA Gulfstream announced that it had found additional
range for both new platforms, which would require additional flight
test, pushing first G500 delivery to early 2018. In the event, that didn’t
happen until September, still in keeping with the original timing,
but confusingly not in accordance with dates set in between. What
happened?
Burns’ response is predictably candid. “I’ll tell you the whole story. In
October 2014 we said we’d deliver 500s in ’18 and 600s in ’19. Around
2016 I thought, based on everything I’d seen in the past, that we were
ahead. We said publicly, unfortunately, and that’s my fault, that we
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The Need for Speed
Ignoring those few lost months, Gulfstream actually did live up to its
2018 delivery promise, with a clean-sheet design and in the face of
FAA certification requirements rather different to those against which
the G650ER was certified in October 2014. “The FAA requirements
get ever more stringent. As they learn, they put more rule making in
place. The G500 and 600 were designed to the highest level, with no
derivative content. We got zero credit for anything we’d ever done
before. People have asked, ‘Why did you have to fly 5,000 hours?’
Because everything was clean sheet.
“We’re very fortunate to have tremendous success with the G650
and so we were able to invest in two new airplanes. We did that
because we believe the high-speed nature of travel is becoming more
important. We already had a large-diameter cabin in the Mach-0.90
G650, and the new airplanes give us a different diameter fuselage in
an airplane optimised for speed.”
By Burns admission, Gulfstream has realised the importance
of speed. There’s every likelihood that Aerion will produce a
supersonic bizjet. Will Gulfstream? “The success we’ve had with
the G650 at .925 has proven that speed is valuable. Customers value
their time. It reduces the cost of ownership. It reduces crew duty

© P I L AT U S A I R C R A F T LT D

HEATED STONE
FLOORING

U LT RA T HI N RE A L STON E COMPOSITE

H EAT I N G L AYER

HON EYCOMB PA N E L

S U R FAC E T EM P ERAT U RE
82 .4 ± 9 °F ( 28 ± 5 °C )

BAC KI N G & DA MP I N G MAT E RI A L
A DJ USTA BL E S PAC E R W I T H HOOK & LOOP TAPE

Significant resilience • Hygienic in wet areas • Swift installation and dismantling
Minimal maintenance costs • Custom surface finish • Luxurious appearance and comfort
D R I V E N BY A PASS I O N FO R P E R F ECT I O N F/ L I S T D EV E LO PS A N D M A N U FACT U R ES I N N OVAT I V E A N D
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contain? Disappointingly, there’s no elixir,
but: “I think there are several things. The
clean wing we designed is a distinguishing
feature of our airplanes. The sleekness
of the design. The iconic windows that
have become our signature. These things
are visually appealing, but I’ll tell you my
personal belief.

Gulfstream’s G500 Velocity design concept has been nominated in the International Yacht &
Aviation Awards Private Jet Design Concept category. (Gulfstream Aerospace)

days. There’s a lot to be said for speed and
we continue to look at what the future
might be.
“My concerns near term are over the
regulations involved and the environmental
issues. How do you overcome all those
obstacles? NASA aims to fly a quiet
demonstrator in 2023 and supply information
in 2025 that will hopefully address the
supersonic-over-land issue. At that point, I
believe people will need to think seriously. It
has to be a flexible airplane that can fly fast
everywhere, not just point-to-point. There are
rules that need to be changed. We’re virtually
half way around the world with range now, but
people value speed. You can turn right, or turn
left, it doesn’t really matter, so speed, as we go
forward, is important.”
Right now, speed and range, indeed any
flying, burns fossil fuels and no matter how
efficient an aircraft, there are environmental
concerns. Considering his products fly fast
over great distances, Burns again surprises
with his take. “I think we have to do better.
We’re looking at different derivatives of
renewable fuels and trying to be more
efficient in current engine design. And
we’re looking at opportunities in electrical
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propulsion, albeit I think that’s a little
further out for an airplane our size. We have
a very robust R&D effort looking at lots of
design aspects, among which propulsion
is a big one; we’ll never be in the enginebuilding business, but I can tell you the
engine manufacturers are doing a lot of
exciting stuff. It’ll take a few years to become
commercially viable, but I believe propulsion
will change from what we’re doing today.”
Burns’ Elixir?
In the beginning, there was the Gulfstream I
turboprop business aircraft, designed
and manufactured by Grumman. Every
Gulfstream from the GII onwards has
been a pure jet and today Gulfstream is a
manufacturer rather than simply a model,
under General Dynamics ownership.
Grumman made its name building
carrierborne fighters for the US Navy and
there’s still something of that heritage
about every Gulfstream. Other OEMs are, of
course, available, and they build beautiful,
technologically advanced aircraft too, yet
‘Gulfstream’ is still the name most regular
folk would apply to a large bizjet.
Does Burns sprinkle a magical Gulfstream
essence on every airframe? What does it
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“When I was a kid, everything was Learjet.
Didn’t matter what it was, it was a Learjet.
Today, whether its movies, pop culture or
whatever, it’s Gulfstream. I believe that’s
because of our people and the pride they
have in the quality of the product. The
quality we have in our airframe and interior
designs, I think that’s the differentiator.”
With the G500, G650, even G450 in mind,
everything Burns says is true. But the NBAA
static arrangement had the G280 parked
more or less opposite the debuting Embraer
Praetor. Depending on one’s point of view,
the comparison wasn’t entirely favourable. Is
there a market opportunity?
“The space from G280 up is where we want
to compete. We’re investing R&D in that
space and looking at every opportunity to
be better than our competitors in those
markets. There are lots of competitors at
the G280 size and it would be foolish for
us not to continue to try to improve and be
able to compete better there. Halfway up the
spectrum there are some gaps where it would
be an interesting area to compete. And then
we never want to relinquish the upper end.”
Mark Burns was present at the birth
of every modern Gulfstream. He’s
predictably a huge fan of the latest models
and as I ask him which of all the types
he’s seen is his favourite, I expect him to
nominate the latest. Another surprise. “I
started on the GIV and I’ll always have a
fondness for it. It really started who we
are, while the G650 really put us where
we are today. The quality of these new
airplanes is so high, there’s nothing else
like them. But I grew up with the GIV and
I’ll always love it.”

A REFLECTION OF EXCELLENCE

Visit the
Farnborough
Airport Experience
on Stand M73
at EBACE

TAG Farnborough Airport
Design and people working beautifully together
The purpose-built airport for BUSINESS, for PRIVACY, for LONDON
tagfarnborough.com

Ber n Airpor t

Switzerland’s
Optimised
Alternative
While Switzerland obviously has other airports, Bern
Airport’s carefully managed VIP services, no-slot
requirements and easy connections by helicopter
and road, make it both an easy choice and an optimal
alternative

In the same way that London Oxford is a preferred alternative
for London, Bern Airport is the ideal landing spot for access not
only to the Swiss capital, but surrounding cities, business centres
and the country’s spectacular mountains. And if mountains and
skiing go together, then so too do mountains and adventure,
making Switzerland every bit as attractive a summer destination
as it is in winter.
Basel, Geneva and Zurich are all within two hours of Bern by car or
train, but Bern’s own airport is a compact regional facility offering
business and VIP travellers a number of important advantages over
landing elsewhere. Always a genuine alternative, Bern Airport is
now even more attractive thanks to the dedicated business aviation
lounge it opened in December 2018. VIP guests are personally greeted
outside the main terminal or at the welcome desk, this individual
service continuing to the business lounge, were privacy and
discretion are guaranteed.
The full weight of the airport’s services is on offer, including those
of its handling department, available to arrange limousine transfers
and hotel bookings. The airport authorities also actively support VIP
customers, trip support companies and operators with information
on events in the region.
Removing any stress at all from the transfer process, Mountainflyers,
Swiss Helicopter and Lions Air all have bases at Bern Airport, offering
helicopter transfers throughout the area. Regular destinations include
Interlaken, Gstaad and the Jungfrau Region. Providing suitable
landing sites are available, helicopter transfers to passengers’ homes
or hotels in the mountains are also common.
Bern takes care of visiting crews too, with a dedicated lounge in
the main terminal offering complementary refreshments. There’s
also a separate area to freshen up, a computer with internet
access and free Wi-Fi. A new innovation, launched in March 2019,
provides a Volvo V60 courtesy car for aircrew personal use at just
CHF25 per day.
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Be rn A i r p o r t

Spectacular Alpine scenery is right on Bern’s doorstep, ready
to be enjoyed all year round. This is Grindelwald-First, a favourite
for snowboarders and skiers. (David Birri via Bern Airport)
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Ber n Airpor t

Slots and Services
Visiting aircraft span the full spectrum of
business aviation types, with the exception
of widebodies. Aircraft as large as the
ACJ320 Family and 737 BBJ are easily
accommodated. Again, thanks to the full
availability of airport facilities, Bern offers
its VIP clients a complete range of ramp
services, including fuel, water and lavatory
service, catering, cleaning and hangarage.
Shell Aviation is Bern’s chosen fuel provider,
while the airport itself supplies water and
lavatory service. Henris delivers specialist
business aviation catering.
Problems and delays are not uncommon
when FBOs share airport facilities with
commercial airlines and many FBOs
choose to run their own service vehicles
for fuel, towing and so on, helping
minimise the issue of clients waiting for
service from the main airport operators
whose priority is the airlines.
In the case of Bern, the airport authorities
handle both the airlines and VIP traffic,
potentially causing problems. Again though,
Bern’s status as a regional airport compared
to much larger facilities elsewhere is to
its advantage. The distances that need to
be travelled across the airport are short,
for both service providers and customers,
minimising delays. Indeed, processes and
systems have been optimised, and staff
trained to work efficiently together, reducing
the time taken from arriving at the airport
to entering the business aviation lounge to
as little as five minutes. It might be apt to
suggest that Swiss quality has been applied
to the entire process.
The efficiency of Bern’s airport services
may not be a cause of delay, but what of
slot availability, a common issue for VIP
and business travellers across Europe?
Switzerland’s major airports are all busy,
with slots that may be inconvenient for
VIP travellers and especially those with
strict time constraints. Bern Airport in
fact, has no slot constraints at all… And
that, combined with the personalised
service, welcoming atmosphere, privacy
and discretion it offers, is perhaps its
strongest selling point to the busy flyer. It
effectively offers all the services of a large
airport, without the stress, crowds and
slot limitations.
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This photo: AW109, Gulfstream and Global share the ramp at
Bern. (Ueli Hiltpold via Bern Airport); Above: Bern’s new lounge
is a spacious, comfortable area in which to relax; Below: Personal
service defines the Bern VIP experience.

Be rn A i r p o r t
Visit Switzerland?
Bern Airport makes flying into the region
simple, but why should people visit? What
brings them to Bern? During the winter
season, especially from mid-December to
the end of February, the primary attractions
for VIP travellers are skiing and other winter
sports. The majority of the most famous
Swiss ski resorts, including Adelboden,
Grindelwald and Gstaad, are located within
easy reach of Bern Airport.
Outside the skiing season, between March
and November, most VIP travellers fly into
Bern for business. The airport’s catchment
area encompasses more than 70,000
companies, a remarkable 4,000 of them
international or multinational. Nestlé’s
Vevey head office is just 90km away, the

Swatch Group is headquartered only 55km
distant, at Biel/Bienne, and Cartier’s HQ is
at Fribourg, 40km away. Furthermore, CSL
Behring and eBay both have their European
offices in Bern.
Business may be the primary reason for
flying into Bern outside the ski season, but
the region still offers much in the way of
leisure and adventure during the summer
months, with numerous events and festivals
in and around the city. And it probably goes
without saying that the mountain landscape
skied in winter makes for spectacular
summer walking.
Meanwhile, the Bernese Oberland
provides more active, thrill-seeking
visitors the option of multiple challenges

We do the same thing,
but we do it better.

year round, among them paragliding
and hang-gliding, bungee jumping and
skydiving from a helicopter.
Those looking for something a little slower
paced will undoubtedly enjoy the region’s
recovery, spa and health tourism activities,
providing the opportunity to feel better and
refresh in the clean air of the Alps.
With easy access by road and ready
options for interlining via helicopter to
regional tourist and business centres,
Bern is an obvious choice for flying
into Switzerland. Add in the airport’s
optimised VIP travel experience and
enhanced services, plus its lack of slot
restrictions, and Bern Airport really ought
to be the preferred choice.

Handling | Fuel | Customs | Overflight and
Landing Permits | Catering | Hotels and Transport

Your best and most professional handling agent in Morocco
Contact Moroccan Aviation Services :
Agadir El Massira Airport | 00212679412436 | 00212661263113
www.moroccanaviationservices.com ops@moroccanaviationservices.com | marketing@moroccanaviationservices.com
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Connecting future airports!
22nd International Exhibition for Airport
Equipment, Technology, Design & Services

8 – 11 OCTOBER 2019
Munich Trade Fair Centre, Germany
Organisers:

www.interairport.com/europe

Jo h n Ha rt / S co t t Gro u p S t u d io

Tufting a Carpet,
Carving a Niche
Employing a modern take on traditional techniques, Scott Group Studio creates custom carpets
for the VIP and business aviation community. The possibilities are virtually unlimited, as co-CEO
John Hart explains

The frequency with which it blends
centuries-old craft and ultra-high technology
is among the enduring fascinations of
the business aviation industry. Ancient
craftsmanship is echoed everywhere in the
modern bizjet cabin, from the stitching of the
leather upholstery to the sweeping curve of a
veneered table top, and never more so than
on the floor.
If F/LIST is the master of bringing eonsold stone into the cabin, then Scott Group
Studio’s brilliance is in combining oldschool carpet making expertise with the
exacting requirements of its VIP aviation
customers. Headquartered in Grand Rapids,
Michigan, Scott Group Studio celebrates
its 50th anniversary this year, as well as its
new aviation collection, Escala, inspired by
everyday landscape elements.
John Hart, co-CEO at the company, came to
it from the interiors products sector just a
couple of years ago. He explains his reaction on
hearing about Scott Group’s business aviation
custom carpets range: “They have been a
significant part of the business for some years,
but when I found out I thought, ‘Wow, that’s an
amazing niche’; it’s been very fun so far!”
Hand-tufting is among the company’s
specialisations, based on an old folk art method
of threading wool yarn through a backing
material to create a mat, or carpet. The process
became industrialised in the US from the 1930s
and Hart reckons that while a 19th-century
craftsman might understand the basic process,
its execution would be entirely alien.
“We have skilled tufters in our mill, using
what amounts to a hand-held sewing
machine, fed with yarn. They use it to ‘paint’
a picture or pattern onto a backing. It means
the design is completely flexible and that’s

one of the attractions of our product.”
Aesthetic design is but one aspect though,
since a carpet’s constitution may also be
adapted for durability and, since it offers
both tactile and visual experience, feel.
“We have the ability to manipulate a carpet’s
density and pile height, both of which affect
its rate of wear – generally the shorter the
pile the harder wearing it will be. So, we can
completely customise the design to how it
needs to lay in the aircraft cabin.”
Wool, a primary yarn in Scott Group’s
palette, is naturally suited to meet aircraft
flame and toxicity requirements. “Wool is

Scott Group assigns an individual designer to
oversee the aesthetic aspects of every carpet
it produces. (all Scott Group Studio)
naturally flame resistant,” Hart notes. “Our
backing, or scrim – we call it monks’ cloth –
is an extremely thin cotton that forms a very
small fraction of the finished product. We
bind the back of the finished carpet with a
natural latex and while cotton is flammable,
the latex that binds the backing and yarns is
modified to prevent the finished carpet from
burning.” Nonetheless, FAA rules stipulate
that every carpet Scott Group makes is
accompanied by a burn sample proving it
passes flammability requirements.
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Jo h n H art / S c ot t Group Studi o

Above: Scott Group Studio co-CEO, John Hart;
Above right: Shearing is an important stage in
the finishing process; Right: Tufters, working
with hand-held sewing machines, follow designs
mapped out onto scrim, supported in vertical
tufting frames.

While cabin designers are bound only by the
extent of their vision, aerospace engineers
typically look to more prosaic restrictions
on their creativity, weight taking a leading
role among them. Anyone who’s attempted
to move a rolled carpet, or even a large rug,
will know that such things are not, by nature,
lightweight. “We have the same weight issues
with a wool carpet whether it’s going into
an aircraft or a home. It’s one of the reasons
aviation normally prefers lower-pile carpets,
it helps manage weight.”
Escala Collection
A team of 18 Grand Rapids-based designers
creates Scott Group’s custom carpets. “A
designer takes care of each individual carpet
we make, from concept all the way through
production, quality control and inspection
before it goes out of the door. They’ll speak
with the cabin designer, or one of our
account executives working on behalf of
the cabin designer, to ensure we meet their
high expectations and help them deliver the
interior they envisioned.”
“There’s an amazing mix of talent within
the group. They come from a variety of
backgrounds, from textile design to the
visual arts. They take their inspiration from
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what goes on in the wider world of art,
fashion and design, then generate concepts
that ideally fit into the sweet spot of
familiar but fresh and compelling. The most
popular designs tend to have a degree of
permanence, because few people are likely
to go ultra-trendy in their aircraft.
“The Escala Collection embraces the idea
of transformation in nature, which really
works well in the aviation environment; they
aren’t so specific in terms of their patterns
and repeats.” And yet a customer looking to
carpet their ACJ or BBJ is perhaps unlikely to
choose directly from a collection or catalogue
so, with designers individually assigned to
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specific carpets, why bother with a collection
at all?
“Our collections are often just starting
points, although we do frequently have
customers choose from them. If you give a
customer every option, or say to them, ‘You
can do whatever you want’, they can be lost.
They need that starting point, as do interior
designers. Developing a custom carpet can be
very difficult without it.
“Carpets from our collections are often
featured on OEM demonstrator aircraft
and their customers will see that and want
to replicate it. They might choose different
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Jo h n H art / S c ot t Group Studi o

colours or change the pattern a little; we
see slight revisions on collection designs
going through the mill quite frequently,
but where we may have launched a design
with neutral tones, our customer may
add colourful accents. Something is
almost always customised, but based on
a collection. We don’t hold inventory of
finished carpets, we hold inventory of yarn
and we dye yarns to order as needed. It
makes us completely flexible.”
Flexibility in design is a Scott Group trademark,
but with no inventory in stock, are customers
left to make their final decisions based on
computer renderings, their chosen colour
yarn and a spot of imagination? Of course
not. “Another of Scott Groups trademarks is
our ability to create custom 12×12in samples
for our aviation customers in around seven
business days. They can include a selection
of colours – right now we have around 17,000
different coloured yarns in stock. Depending
on the project and the need to be specific
with patterns in the cabin layout, we may also
produce computer-aided renderings. We have
a great example currently in development that
required the production of wool carpet samples
with custom logos accompanied by a rendering
showing sizing and layout of the proposed
design in the customer’s specific aircraft and
cabin configuration.
“Once everything’s been approved, the
same designer that began the concept at
our end takes it through to production,
ensuring that when we stamp out the design
it’s as intended, and then, when it’s up
on the frames being tufted, ensuring it is
being executed as envisioned. That process
continues until the carpet is complete.”
Mustard Stains?
A golden thread of customer service runs
through the business aviation community,
through the concept and design stages
of an acquisition and then afterwards, in
terms of customer support and an ability
to fix problems should there be a mishap
or if things just go wrong. What happens
if, six months down the line, mustard (a
particularly tenacious stain) is dropped on a
beautiful Scott Group carpet?
“Wool is naturally very cleanable. Tended
to promptly, those kind of stains are almost
always readily removed. And when that
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JOHN HART

“Carpets from our
collections are often featured
on OEM demonstrator
aircraft and their customers
will see that and want to
replicate it.”

doesn’t happen, we offer a service where the
carpet can be sent back to us and we’ll clean
it. Clearly an aircraft can’t be used without
its carpet so, depending on the customer, we
very often supply two sets, one as a spare.
The same applies if the carpet is damaged – if
it’s repairable, we’ll fix it.”
An aircraft floor poses particular wear
problems for a carpet, with the entrance
area in particular experiencing heavy traffic,
while other positions in the cabin will seldom
ever be trod. For that reason, Hart says: “It’s
preferable to have a darker colour or pattern
upfront to hide some of that wear, although
with wool, the key is frequent cleaning.
Without that, dirt moves deeper into the
fibres and the area darkens over time.”
With a heavily used aircraft, Hart expects
carpets to be changed around every six years,
but in more typical use a Scott Group carpet
will provide many more years of quality
service. Whatever the use, he says: “One of
our carpets will never be taken out because
it’s worn through.”
Tufting Future?
Scott Group may employ modern equipment
and techniques, but tufting remains a craft-
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like skill of a type not immediately attractive
to a new generation of young people growing
up with the instant gratification of the online
world. “It takes several years for somebody
to become an effective tufter – we assign
projects to our more or less experienced
tufters depending on how complex the
project is; it’s all part of the training process.
“We’re fortunate to have a very experienced
group of mill employees. Our longest tenured
associate has been with us around 45 years
and he’s only just beginning to pare his hours
back! He supervises the finishing process,
which is particularly demanding.”
For those readers who’ve only discovered
in the last few paragraphs that tufting is
a career, the notion of carpet finishing
probably comes as another eye opener.
What’s involved? “Depending on the
design, it can take almost as much time as
the tufting. First a carpet is sheared in a
process akin to shearing a sheep but more
finely accomplished. Other techniques
might also be applied depending upon the
design, carving, for example. Then we bind
it with the latex and complete a number of
other processes. The aim is to perfect every
carpet before we ship it out.”

Join over 23,000 industry professionals for the most important three days of business aviation,
with 1,000 exhibitors, 2 static displays of aircraft – one inside the exhibit hall and the other outside
at Henderson Executive Airport, and more than 50 education opportunities. Save the date and visit
the NBAA-BACE website to learn more.

www.nbaa.org/2019

Eri k S ch e i dt / K5 Av ia t io n

Advantage:
neo
Airbus Corporate Jets recently flew the first example of its ACJ319neo.
The aircraft is scheduled for delivery to K5 Aviation, whose CEO and
Chief Pilot, Erik Scheidt, joined an Airbus crew to complete a recordbreaking endurance test in the jet

On 24 April 2019 Airbus Corporate Jets took
another important step into the future,
with the one-hour 55-minute maiden flight
of its ACJ319neo. The aircraft subsequently
entered a short flight test programme to
verify its specific corporate jet features
compared to those of the A319neo airliner.
These include extra fuel tanks in its cargo
hold, which enable intercontinental range.
Germany’s K5 Aviation will operate
this first aircraft after outfitting with a
VVIP cabin by Fokker Techniek in the
Netherlands. K5’s CEO and Chief Pilot Erik
Scheidt was among the aircraft’s crew on
26 April, for a long-endurance test flight
that became the lengthiest A320 Family
flight in Airbus history.
At 16 hours 10 minutes, the mission took the
jet from Toulouse to northern Greenland and
back, including a simulated diversion under
180-minute ETOPS rules, for which the A320
airliner family is already certificated.

unmatched range for this type of aircraft.
In addition to being able to connect even
more city pairs directly, including US East
Coast locations to the Middle East, the
aircraft features a lower cabin altitude and
an even quieter cabin. It has the same fivetank configuration as we have on two of our
existing ACJ319ceo aircraft. Our customers
typically come to us because they want the
range. And because of our beautiful interiors
and excellent service, of course…
“The market often perceives, incorrectly,
that the ACJ319neo doesn’t compete with
conventional ultra-long range business jets
in terms of range. In fact, it achieves the
same range and offers three times more cabin
space at the same operating cost.”
K5 Aviation already has three popular
ACJ319ceo and one ACJ318 aircraft in its

fleet. Why add the neo? “It demonstrates
how satisfied we are with the product,
Scheidt says. “There are more than
9,000 A320 Family aircraft operating
worldwide and this ensures it is not only
an extremely reliable aircraft, but also
easy to operate in terms of maintenance
and pilot training. These synergies mean
the operating costs are approximately the
same as those of a conventional business
jet, but with significantly less downtime
for maintenance.”
Family Values
That said, in terms of basic airframe and
engine, the ACJ319neo is essentially similar
to the A319neo airliner, which follows a
maintenance schedule designed for a very
different type of operation. How does that
reflect on K5’s mission? “The maintenance is
exactly the same. The only difference to an
airliner is that we may never reach the hourly
limitations, only calendar items, making
maintenance even easier to plan. We’re also
able to take the aircraft to the large airline
maintenance centres – they know it better
than anyone and they’re more competitive in
terms of price and downtime.”
And what about crewing? How do the
requirements of the ACJ319neo’s large cabin
compare to those of a similarly-ranged
conventional bizjet? “There’s no difference.
We can operate with two pilots and one flight
attendant, but on charters we always add a
second flight attendant to serve the higher

Range is particularly important to K5, as
Scheidt explains: “The ACJ319neo will offer

Record-breaking ACJ319neo crew, from left
to right: Flight test engineer Jim Fawcett,
captain and test pilot Olivier Falipou, first
officer Georges Myzckowski, K5 Aviation CEO
and Chief Pilot Erik Scheidt, first officer and
experimental test pilot Frank Chapman and
flight test engineer Patrice Cadieu. (Frederic
Lancelot Master Films Airbus 2019)
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ERIK SCHEIDT

ACJ319neo completes its maiden
flight on 24 March 2019. (Bengt
Lange via Airbus)

“It was very
emotional
for me to
fly this new
‘baby’ for the
first time. It
performed
perfectly.”

K5 Aviation expects to offer the new
aircraft for charter from April 2020.
(Bengt Lange via K5 Aviation)
provide the CMS/IFE, including 4K screens,
Apple AirPlay streaming, content download
from the cloud, 4G connection on the
ground, the newest generation of Airshow
and more.”

passenger count and larger cabin. Also, the
charter market expects two flight attendants
on these aircraft, although one is actually
sufficient for up to seven passengers.”
Fokker Techniek
K5 has chosen Fokker Techniek, a GKN
Aerospace company, to complete the neo
– the aircraft’s cabin is currently empty,
or ‘green’. The Dutch company traces its
origins directly back to the original Fokker
of 1912, but is perhaps not the most obvious
provider in today’s market for a large-cabin
completion. In fact, Scheidt notes: “This is
our third completion with Fokker Techniek.
We were very satisfied with Fokker in the
past and that’s what made us come back.
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“From its historic activity, Fokker Techniek
has the knowledge of an OEM, which is a
huge asset in the construction of complex
VVIP cabins. The previous two aircraft they
completed for us were delivered on time and
on budget, with outstanding quality. “We
have no doubt they will perform to the same
standards on the ACJ319neo. We’ve now
been operating one of our Fokker-completed
aircraft for 11 years and the cabin still
performs as it did on day one.
“The ACJ319neo’s cabin layout will be
similar to that of an ACJ319ceo we already
have in service. As with that aircraft, we’ll
install the Gogo 2Ku internet system. The
latest generation AlsterAero system will
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Fokker Techniek is expected to take delivery
in the last week of June 2019, with charter
operations beginning in April 2020. What
types of charter does K5 see its ACJs
attracting? “We literally see everything,
from one-way journeys, through round trips,
to multi-destination missions over longer
periods. The profiles are similar to those
of conventional private jets and we have
approximately the same field performance,
being limited at only a small number of
airports due to the ACJ’s higher weight. But
we typically find suitable solutions nearby for
these few airports.”
Erik Scheidt is an active, enthusiastic pilot
and it’s therefore no surprise he joined
Airbus for the record-breaking trial flight.
Widely experienced, he came away from
the neo deeply impressed. “At K5 we have a
passion for our aircraft and every new jet is
like a new baby in our growing family. It was
very emotional for me to fly this new ‘baby’
for the first time. It performed perfectly. I
enjoyed every minute aboard this beautiful
aircraft and I’m looking forward to sharing
that experience with our customers.”

“TIME IS THE LONGEST
DISTANCE BETWEEN
TWO PLACES.”
Tennessee Williams

Great minds have always known the value
of time. And now, you can take total control
of your time during flight with the fastest,
most reliable inflight connectivity available
for business aircraft.
Get Gogo for your business aircraft:
gogo.to/time-in-flight

